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A complete potential profile of an electrical double layer is calculated from a distribution function of charged particles based 
upon a model where the effect of a charged electrode and the finite size of ion are explicitly included. Electrons which are di
stributed on the electrode surface are assumed not to penetrate the 이ectrode/electrolyte bo니ndary，Form저tion of the constant 
density regions and their effects on potential and the electrical double layer capacitances are st니died in great detail. The di
stribution of surface electrons as well as the constant density regions are found to be essential in characterizing the electrical 
double layer. The introduction of the ion size into the prior electrical double layer model of an ideally polarizable electrode/- 
point charged electrolyte system, shows a great improvement in its characteristics mostly at negative potential region.

Introduction

Compared to the experimental investigations and in
terests regarding the electrical double layer (EI)L) since the 
early work of Gouy, Chapman and Stern (GCS),1 theoretical 
improvement of the GCS theory is still in its primitive stage. 
Effects of the charged electrode on the reflect거nee spectra 
have been studied under jellium models for the ideally polari
zable electrode (IPE).2 The importance of electron contrib니- 

tion is emphasized via electrionic capacitor model over that 
of the molecular capacitor model.3 Electron-density f니Fic
tions of metal/vac니니m interface sometimes were 니sed for 
metal/이ectrolyte interface st니dy despite their non-corre- 
spondency.4 Considering a strong screening of the elec
trolyte, a model based on impentrable 아ectrons of met지 

electrode has been also introduced/1 However, the latter 
model neglects the finite size of ions, whereas all the earlier 
studies had overemphasized the effect of metal electrode by 
applying the electron density function of metal/vac니니m inter
face into metal/electrolyte interface study without modifi
cation. In the present article, the prior model of E1)L which 
was composed of a simplified jellium for I PE and point 
charged ions for electrolyte is revised in such a way that it re
presents a more realistic model. Since the model of the 
simplified jellium for IPE is believed to represent the elec
trode side of the EDL better than the electrolyte side of it, 
most improvements made in the present article are about the 
electrolyte side. These improvements are akm잉 the line of- 
taking the ion size into consideration by introd니cing layers of 
constant charge density between IPE and the 이ectrical dif
fuse layer.

For the layers of constant charge density, there can be two 
such layers, depending on the electrode polarity, the magnit니de 
of the potential difference between the electrode and b나k elec
trolyte, and the size of the counterion. The first layer is that of 

zero charge density region, whose thickness is the same as the 
radius of the counterion. This layer is due to the limit of the 
counterion in accessing the s니rface of a metal electrode, in 
other words, the center of the counterion can not approach 
the surface of the electrode closer than its radius. This layer 
represents Stern layer, and the thickness of this layer is de
termined by the size of the counterion. When the co니nterion 
hydrates, hydration effect is taken into account thr이jgh the 
use of the hydrated radius of the counterion. The existence of 
the second layer of constant change density can be recognized if 
one considers the closest packing density of the counterion. 
The concept of a closest packing density of atoms is cjuite 
well established in the solid state physics" and it is 이uite 
reasonable to accept that a density of a material can hardly 
exceed that of the closest packing density. Thus it is not too 
artificial to impose a limit such that the concentration of a 
counterion should not exceed this closest packing density. 
This closest packing density, or a saturation density, is 
directly calculable from the size of the co니ntt’rion and vice 
versa. Thickness of this layer, which might be called as the 
saturation thickness, depends on the potential difference be
tween IPE and bulk liquid as well as the size of the co니nter- 
ion. This saturation layer may not exist at smaller potential 
for larger counterions. In the present article, based on an 
EDL model with hard sphered electrolyte, complete poten
tials profiles throughout the EDL region are obtained and the 
EDL characteristics are investigated. It is also demonstrated 
that the layers of constant charge density together with the 
charged electrode play a very important role in the study of 
the EDL characteristics.

Theory

The concentration profile of a counterion as a functions of 
a distance ,r measured from a semi-infinite plan게* electrode
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of concentration profile of cotmterion 
in the vicinity of electrode. '1'wo constant density layers are labelled 
as 1) and II) for the zero density layer and for the saturation density 
layer, respectively.

is schematically presented in Figure 1. Two constant density 
regions, that is the zero density layer which represents the 
Stern layer and the saturation density layer where the sat니ra
tion concentration of the co니nterion is denoted as Cm, are 
located between the electrode and the electrical diffuse layer. 
For the evaluation of potential profile, potential function S 
as a f니nction of distance .v measured from the electrode/elec- 
trolyte interface, is suggested as 아lown b이ow.

(气)-

dx —sg初(°m) (2NokT/Km£oY/2

a)—。』〕/

x^Q (1)

0 (x)=axA-b ⑵
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為冬x (4)

where 編 is the potential applied on the electrode with 
respect to bulk electrolyte, sgn( M) is the sign of 如” is 
the bulk electron density of the electrode, k is the Boltzmann 
constant, / is temperature, Cm is the saturation concentra
tion of the co나ntcrion, Z= is the charge of the species 
i(Z~Z type electrolyte),.!；, is a sat나ration coordinate such that 
when .vs>.v2. then 丄一叫 means the saturation th化kness,

= c/kl\ «|Zr(2C/E/c 7,)I/2, which is identified as the 
reciprocal Debye-Hueckel length」，is the bulk concentration 
of electrolyte, e, are 나】e permittivities of solvent and 
vacuum respectively, and Aw is 바le effective dielectric cons
tant of the met'1 electrode at the surface region where the 
이ectron density differs from 나le bulk density. Stern 
thickness, or 一切 which is identified as the radius of the 
counterion, is approximat비y related to the satiir간ion con
centration Cm as

NACm= (1/2 %2)3 (5a)

where NA is the Avogadro Number, Cm is in mol/cm3 and .v2 
is in centimeters. E이. (5a) can be rewritten in a conventional 

unit as

3=5(0.60230” (5b)

where Cm is in mol/liter and ,v2 is in angstroms.
For a complete potential profile from the electrode to bulk 

electr이yte, five unknown variables q, b, h, g, and 아lould be 
determined from appropriate boundary conditions. Once the 
potential profile is determined, other quantities like the con
centration profile of ions in electrolyte or the electron 
distribution function at the electrode surface can be obtained 
form the corresponding equations of E이s. ⑹ and (7). Let 

be the concentration function of the species i in elec- 
tr이yte near 나】e interface and :VU) be the function of the elec
tron volume density near the electrode surface, then assum
ing B이tzmann distribution, it can be 아】own that

= 軌지 x^Xs ⑹

丿V (尤〕. (7)

There can be three boundaries, nam이y at ,r = (), ,v = x2, and 
x = At e거ch b。니ndary, the boundary conditions 겄re as
follow.

At % = 0,

^(0) =b (8a)

Ea=—sgn0Q (2K*아MW。)"〔泌⑶이"- —1

■須〔。(0) -。现”. (8b)

At x=x2,

ax2 + b=sgn{(t>n) eCmZx} /2e +/%+g (9a)

a=sgn {^m)eCmZx2/£ +/z. (9b)

And at % =

。M =sgn (0m)eCmZx^/2e +hxs^g (10a)

sgu (。應)eCmZxs/ e h=

-(8时G/e )“sin"4s(0/2}. (10b)

Eqs, (8a), (9a) and (10a) are derived from the condition of 
potential continuity at 工=0, .v-x2 sndx = xs respectively. Eqs 
(9b) and (10b) are from the continuity condition of the poten
tial derivative at 工=叫 and = Eq. (8b) can be verified as 
the charge neutrality condition.0 This equation is identical to 
the equation which can be derived by matching the surface 
charge density of the electrode to the electric field just out
side of it through Gauss theorem.7,8 The potential at 从 can be 
calculated from the electrical diffuse layer theory7 with the 
condition that density of the counterion reaches the satura
tion density Cm at 工=.“ Explicitly, from Eq. (6), equating 
G⑴ to Cm, Zj to Zsgn( D，and ,r to 心 one can obtain

0 (%)= (1/為&)sg死 s) ln(Cw/C0). (11)

Now, the five unknown variables afb,h,g, and _r5 will be deter 
mined from Eqs. (8b) to (10b) with 나le help of Eqs. (8a) and 
(11). First, from Eqs. (9b) and (10b), h can be deleted.
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&+ (8时G/e )1/2 sin/z 亿& 0 S)/& =

sgn (0m) eCnZ (x2-xs)/e Q2)

Hence

xs=x2 —〔e sgn (。까) /eCmZ}

"z+ (8^TC0/e )1/2sin/z〈Zg。3$)/2}〕. (13)

From Eq.(9b) h can be expressed in terms of a.

h = a — sgn (0 m) eCJ시£

Now, h (Eq.(14)) and 丄 (Eq.(13)) 겄re inputted into Eq. (H)a) 
and an expression of g is obtained.

g = © (xs) + sgn 0m)cC춰Zx；/2£ -ax2-\-sgn(0m) £«2/

(2eCmZ) -4Gsg"D/ (GZg) 妒 (払)/2}

(15)

These expressions of h and g are inserted into 冬q. and 
after a few steps of calculations, a elation between(i and b is 
obtained as,

b= £ sgn(0m)a7(2>eCmZ) -必+© M -4Gsg为(丄)/

(GZ8)sinE20S 板s)/2}・ Q6)

The other relation between(i and b can be derived from E다* 

(8a) and (8b).

e a— -sgn (们几)〈2K4N사

[严一侦(bf)〕" (17)

Finally Eqs. (16) and (17) are numerically solved for a and b. 
and once the values of a and b are obtained,少，h and g are 
calculated directly from Eqs. (13), (14) and (15). 冀spectiv피y.

Special Case. When the potential difference between 
the electrode and bulk electrolyte is small and the size of the 
counterion is large,孔，the calculated saturation cordinate 
might have smaller value than x2- In s니나) a case, xs-x2 is 
negative and it would be meaningless to introduce such a 
saturated layer of negative thickness. Potential functions 
when there is no saturated layer are

d也二住=_sgn(e&(2N 政/

dx
〔尹[心)/찌 一 l-g〔° (力 一 如J〕1/2

或 (V)
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Xz^x (18)

And the boundary conditions at 工=0 and arL
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where a, b, and (.v2) are unknowns which can be determined 
from Eqs. (8b% (19) and (20). Explicitly, from Eqs. (19) and 
(20)

b=g (%2)+%2(8^G/£)1/2 sin/z 亿軻亿)/2}. (2D

Also from Eqs. (8bf) and (20) with the help of hq. (8a )

sin/z {Zfitp 亿)/2} =sg如(城(KmjNJk G)1/2

〔"gS — i — MAsJ〕". (22)

The b or equivalently (()), and ©(地)are numerically deter
mined from Eqs. (21) and (22).

When the potential ©(()) is given, the 응나Hace charge den
sity of the electrode, which is calculated by integrating the 
excess (or reduced) volume density of electrons in 卜시. (/)‘ is 
uniquely determined. Capacitances are defined as charge 
devided by potential. The potential profile inside electrode is 
closely related to the surface charge density of the electrode 
and it'directly affects the overall EDL potential profile. Also 
a formation of constant density regions in the electrolye side 
of the EDL introduces an additional potential profile. These 
아2iild be properly incorporated in the study of the【니)L cap
acitances and other related characteristics. In the following 
discussion it is well demonstrated that c, as an ex-
ample of the EDL characteristics, depends 이ui" sensitively 
on the applied potential due to the conseq니entiy altered po
tential profile inside the 이ectrode and the constant density 
regions in eled工이yte.

Results and Discussion

For the electron density of a metal electrode, that of 
the single crystal gold (5.9 x 1(严/cm：') is used.6 Bulk concen
tration, of a potassium chloride solution, which simulates 
이ectroiyt； is varied from 0.1 M to 0.0001 M in a uniform 
logarithmic scale. For te size of K+ ion and that of C「ion, 
approximate effective ionic radii。in an a이니디s solution are 
used. I'he reported radii are 3.0A for both ions?' The dielec- 
trie constant of the electrolyte is assumed to be the same as 
that of the pure water (8()曲) thr。니ghout the constant density 
regions and the 어ectrical diffuse layer. Km is 이)])roximated 
to 1, The specific adsorption, which can be defined either as a 
depletion of the solvation sheath at least partially in the direc
tion of the 인ectrode】어 1 or excess adsorption of ions more 
than expected from simple coulometric considerations at 
charged electrode,12 is not taken into acc。나nt. Th니s the same 
EDL circumstance as that in our previous model of IPEin an 
electrical diffuse layer, is simulated by using the same input 
parameters?

Since effects of the ion size on the EDL characteristics are 
the primary concern of the present article, results are pre
sentea m the same order as those in our earlier publication 
which dealt with IPE and point charged electrolyte, for a 
closer comparison. These are; i) potential profiles inside the 
electrode (Figure 2), ii) absolute potentials at，=()and 
relative potential drops inside the electrode (Fig니re 3 and 4,
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Figure 2. Calc니lated potential profiles inside 나le electrode (gold) in 
()」M potassium chloride solution as a function of distance ,v for the 
potential differences of 1.0 V (solid line), ().5 V (------ ). i),25 V
.-----------().2 V (------ ) and -0.4 V .--------respectively.
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Figure 3. The calculated potential at the electrode/electrolyte in
terface (.v= 0) as a function of potential difference between electrode 
and bulk electrolyte for bulk concentrations of ().1 M (solid line), 
().()1 M (----- ), 0-001 M (------ ), and ().0001 M (-------) of potassium
chloride solution.

respectively), iii) the electron density profiles at the electrode 
surface (Figure 5), iv) the surface charge density of the elec
trode (Figure 6), v) potential profiles in the Stem layer, in the 
saturated concentration layer, and in the electrical diffuse 
layer (Figure 7), and vi) the calculated EDL capacitances 
(Figure 8). In addition to the aboves, vii) concentration pro-
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Figure 4. The calculated illative potential drop [ at
the electrode/electrolyte interface (」■ = ()) as a function of potemial 
difference between 이strode and electrolyte for bulk concentrations 
of 0J M (Eid line), ().(11 M (1.001 M (——).；lnd ().0001 
M(----- ) of potassium chloride solution.
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Figure 5. I he calculated relative electron volume density as a func- 
ti°n of distance from 나le electrode surface for a few selected poten
tial difference of 1.() V (solid line). ().5 V (——),(),2.3 \' (------).()£V
(----- )and -0.4 V (------ ), between electrode and bulk electrolyte.
Electrons are accumulated at positive potential and are depleted at 
negative potential.

files of cation (K+) and anion (Cl ) (Figure 9 and 1() respec- 
tiv이y), viii) dependencies of the saturation coordinate as a 
function of potential for a few selected electrolyte concentra-
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Figure 6. The calculated surface charge density of the electrode vs 
the potential difference between electrode and electrolyte for bulk 
concentrations of 0.1 M (solid line), 0.01 M (------ ). 0.001 M (------).
and 0.0001 M (------) of potassium chloride solution.
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Figure 7. The calculated potential profiles near the EDL regions of 
이ectrolyte side for potential differences of 1.() V (solid line), ().5 V 
----------- V ------------ V -------- and -0.4 V ..--------between 
electrode and bulk electrolyte.
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Figure 8. The calculated EDL capacitance composed of a gold el은c- 
trode in 0.1 M (solid line), 0.01 M 0.001 M (-—) and 0.0001 M
------ potassium chloride solution as a function of potential difference 
between electrode and bulke electrolyte.
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Figure 9. The calculated concentration profiles of cation (K+ ion) 
for potential differences of 1.0 V (solid line), ().5 V (----- ), 0.25 V
(——), -0.2 V( —— )and -0.4 V(------).(Co = 0.1 M). Th은 satura
tion coordinate 丄 is marked with arrow.

tions (Figure 11), and ix) EDL capacitances at zero potential 
as a function of electrolyte bulk concentration in a log-log 
scale (Figure 12) are also presented.

Results are devided into two groups. The first gr。니p in
cludes those from Figure 1 to 8, which are in a good qualita

tive agreement with the earlier results and the second group 
in Figure 9 through Figure 12, which show the effects of the 
ion size of the EDL characteristics. For the first group, since 
a detailed description of similar results appears 이sewhere： 
only a brief summary will follow.
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Figure 10. The calculated concentration profiles of anion (〈 " ion) 
for potential differences of l.(t V (s이id line). (1.3 \'(----- ).
<>.23V(------ ). -0.2 \'(——)and -0.4 V (——).M). The
sat니ration coordinate 丄 are marked with arrows.
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Figure 11. The saturation coordinate .七 as a function of potential 
difference for a few selected electrolyte concenterations. Thick lines 
indicated the region where ,v5 is greater than

The potential variation inside the electrode occurs again 
in an extremely thin surface layer, but is still not *^toligible 
(Figure 2 and 3).

About 55%-70% of potential drop occurs at the electrode 
surface when potential difference between the electrode and 
bulk liquid is 1.0 V. The effect of the electrode becomes 
negligible at lower concentration near zero potential (~2% for
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Figure 12. Capacitances vs electrolyte bulk concentration graph in 
a log-log scale at zero potential. The pure effect of size is observed at 
higher concentrations as the deviation from a straight line.

0.0001 M around zero potential, in Figure 4). The slope at 
origin in Figure 3 is closer to one at lower concentration, 
which also indicates the effect of the electrode is negligible. 
At higher potential, however, the effect of the electrode be
comes significant especially at positive potentials. These are 
observed in; i) the rapid drop of potential starting at ----------
A in Figure 2, the deviation from a straight line at potential 
greater than — 0.1 V in Figure 3, ii) the relative potential differ- 
nce approaching -1 at hi아】er potential indicating a greater 
portion of potential drop occ니rs inside the electrode (Figure 
4). For a negative potential, the electrode contribution is less 
important as indicated by; i) the 이ower increase of potential 
near x=Q in Figure 2, ii) strai않iter lines in Figure 3, and iii) 
closer to zero relative potential differences in Figure 4.

The apparent asymmetric behavior vs potential reversal 
are also well interpreted from the asymmetric mechanism in 
EDL formation. Asymmetries vs potential reversal are 
observed in : i) potential profiles inside the electrode (Figure 
2), ii) absolute and relative potential drops inside the elec
trode (Figure 3 and 4), iii) volume and surface charge den
sities of the electrode (Figure 5 and 6), and iv) capacitances 
of the EDL (Figure 8). These asymmetries originate from the 
physical properties of the charge carrier in the electrode. 
Since there is only one kind of charge carrier in the electrode, 
that is, 이ectrons with a negligible size (<1(F13 cm), the 
distribution function of this charge carrier, electron, is not 
symmetric with respect to potential reversal. It is r이atively 
harder for electrons to be accumulated than to be deplected 
and hence the EDL characteristics are also asymmetric.

Comparison of the present results with the prior ones5 
reveals a few point worth mentioning. Observed differences 
are pur이y d니e to the size effect of ion which manifest itself 
as the constant density regions between the electrode and 
the electrical diffuse layer. At the outset, the very existence 
of constant density region inevitably provides a region where 
some potential drop will occur, and thus this potential drop 
inside the constant density region will reduce the amount of 
potential drop both inside the electrode and in the electrical 
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diffuse layer. This is exactly what is observed as follows; i) 
potential drop inside the electrode is smaller (55%-70% in 
Figure 3, compared with 70%-85% of previ이is results for 
1.0 V of potential difference), ii) relative potential drop is 
closer to zero (Figure 4), iii) the amo니nt of electron depletion 
or electron accumulation is accordingly reduced (Figure 5), 
iv) potential drop inside the electrode at negative potential is 
smaller (Figure 2 and 3), and the final and the most important 
result is v) a much less abr니pt increase of s니「face charge den
sity (Figure 6) and the consequent disappearing of the diverg
ing increase of the EDL capacitance at negative potential 
(Figure 8). The previously observed exploding behavior of 
the EDL capacitances has vanished and they do not diverge 
even at high concentration (0.1 M) and at high cathodic 
potential (-0.5 V). Since the measured capacitances at 
negative potential region are even smaller.-13 16 this 
behavior of the EDL capacitance, especially at negative
potential region confirms major improvements accomplished 
by the present work in describing the real hl)L. It can be 
said that the attempt is at least toward the right direction. On
the other hand, the measured EDL capacitances are even 
smaller and this indicates that there are still rooms for fur
ther improvement.

The concentration profiles of the cation (F igure 9) and 
that of the anion (Figure 1()) show the expected behaviors. 
Both concentrations are zero in the Stem layer, that is, be
tween 工=0 and = ’「he counterion concentration, that is. 
나｝e cation concentration at negative potential and the anion 
concentration at positive potential decreases extrem이y 
rapidly at the very outside of constant density regions and 
rather slowly in the electrical diffuse layer. Th힌 coion con
centration, that is, cation concentration at positive potential 
and anion concentration at negative potential, increases 
relatively rapidly and it reaches ab。니185% of bulk concentra
tion at .v-3()°A. When a;>a2, there is the saturated layer of 
counterion between .t = .r2 and .r = x, with its maximum con
centration. While the concentration of the counterion is in its 
maximum, that of the coion is zero in this region. 1 ht1 satura
tion is observed for the potentials of。秫=()5\ and。也=1.() 
V in Figure 10 and -0.4 V in Figure 9. The dependen
cies of a\. vs applied potential for a few electrolyte bulk con
centrations are presented in Figure 11. It is observed that the 
saturated layer begins to grow starting from potentials 
higher than 0.3~0.5 V for positive potentials and potential 
lower than 一0.25〜一0.4 V for negative potentials (Figure 11).

The behavior of the EDL capacitances according to 
Gouy-Chapman (GC) theory is well observed at lower 
concentration, aro니nd at zero potential (Figure S). Electrode 
effect is minimal at lower concentration ar。니nd zero poten
tial (Figures. 3, 4 and 6) and capacitance curves have round
ed shapes and small values as predicted by (jC theory. At 
higher electrolyte concentration, a graph of the logarithm of 
capacitance calculated 거t zero potential vs the logarithm of 
이ectrolyte bulk concentration shows the effect of ion size 
(Figure 12). The sk)pe of the straight line which best fits this 
capacitance data at lower electrolyte concentrations, is ab°니t 
0.5 as predicted by GC theory. A deviation from the straight 
line is observed at 이ectrolyte concentrations higher than 
-0.01 M. Since capacitances are calc니lated at zero potential, 
that is, since the possible effect due to higher potential is not 

involved at all into the calculation of these capacitances, this 
deviation is attributed to the pure size effect of ion, which 
becomes more significant at higher electrolyte concentra
tion.

As a final remark, since the effects of the ion size is 
rather well incorporated in the present model, further impro
vement on the EDL model could be made 거long the line of 
electrode/이ectrolyte boundary wall movement. The boun
dary could possibly be pushed into the electrolyte at negative 
potential. Also the specific adsorption of a certain ion to the 
electrode and the electrostriction, since they would introduce 
additional charge distribution and consequently lead closer to 
real potential profiles near the 이ectrode/이ectrolyte inter
face. could be well incorporated for a better EDL model.
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